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Welcome!

Sean Dimond - Social Studies Content Manager

Samantha Chaisson - Social Studies Content Specialist

Chandra Phillips - Social Studies Content Specialist
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Our goal is to graduate students who

• have broad and deep knowledge about the world;

• are able to express reasoned and nuanced arguments; and

• are prepared to participate in civic life.

Social Studies Vision
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Social Studies Vision
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Session Objectives

By the end of this session you should be able to

● articulate the purpose of and how to use the new Social Studies Instructional 
Strategies Bank, and

● discern when and how to use strategies for contextualizing, sourcing, and claims 
testing. 
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Strategies Bank Overview

What? A bank of strategies or protocols for social studies classrooms. 

Why? To assist teachers with implementing best practices in social studies 
education and to help them plan lessons to align with the 2022 Louisiana Social 
Studies Standards.

When? First three strategies available today, with the remainder published prior 
to the 2023 Teacher Leader Summit. 

Where? Louisiana Believes K-12 Social Studies Page 

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/academic-curriculum/2022-k-12-louisiana-student-standards-for-social-studies.pdf?sfvrsn=df396518_22
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/academic-curriculum/2022-k-12-louisiana-student-standards-for-social-studies.pdf?sfvrsn=df396518_22
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/k-12-social-studies-resources
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Formating
Strategy or protocol name

The Basics
• what
• when
• why

How to implement 

Resources and additional information

• Handouts/posters
• Research summary
• Model videos
• Grade band examples
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Strategy 1: Contextualization 

What? A protocol to help students consider historical 
events and developments within their own context (the 
situation within which something exists or happens).

When? At the start of a new unit or topic, prior to doing 
any in-depth primary source analysis.

Why? To ensure students understand the context within 
which events unfolded, rather than viewing events in 
isolation and be able to assess the significance of specific 
events and developments. 
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Grade 6 
Unit 3 Topic 1 - French Colonial Louisiana 

Framing Question: Why did France claim and colonize Louisiana? 

Supporting Question 1: When and how did the first French settlements in 
Louisiana begin?
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Strategy 2: HAPPY Sourcing 

What? A protocol to help students analyze sources, by 
thinking carefully about their origins, audience, purpose, 
point-of-view, and significance. 

When? When students are doing an in-depth 
examination or exploration of a primary or secondary 
source (or a set of sources). 

Why? It requires students think about the ways in which 
the past has been interpreted and to consider the factors 
that influenced a source’s creation.
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Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus (63 BCE–14 CE) is better known today by 
the title Augustus. The Roman Senate gave him this religious title, 
meaning “honored one” in 27 BCE. 

Augustus was the nephew of Julius Caesar and was adopted by him 
before Caesar’s assassination. Augustus helped hunt down the assassins 
of Caesar and then ruled the Roman world along with two of Caesar’s 
allies—Marc Antony and Lepidus. Eventually, Augustus forced Lepidus 
into retirement and waged war with Marc Antony and the pharaoh 
Cleopatra over control of Egypt. 

He became emperor of the Roman Empire; a position he would hold for 
40 years. Augustus had many accomplishments, including expanding the 
empire’s territory, establishing the Pax Romana, strengthening networks 
of trade and exchange, and uniting the empire after years of wars and 
civil unrest. Augustus wrote “

The Deeds of the Divine Augustus” toward the end of his life around 3 
BCE. The text was included in his will, along with instructions to inscribe 
his words on monuments across the empire.

Context   
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Adapted from The Deeds of the Divine Augustus  

1. When I was 19 years old, on my own initiative and at my own expense, I raised an army 
with which I set free the state, which was under the control of a small faction. 

2. I often waged war, civil and foreign, on the earth and sea, in the whole wide world, and as 
victor I spared all the citizens who sought pardon (forgiveness). As for foreign nations, those 
which I was able to safely forgive, I preferred to preserve rather than to destroy.

3. The senate declared that prayers be undertaken for my health by the consuls and priests 
every five years. All the citizens unanimously (with the agreement of all people involved) 
and continuously prayed at all the shrines for my health.
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(H)istorical Context

Can you place the source into a historical narrative or timeline?

Is there anything you already know that might help you understand this source? 

What was happening at the time that might have influenced the document’s creation?

This document was written during the very beginning of the Roman empire.

Augustus was the first emperor of Rome after the republic fell apart.  

Rome was recovering from all its civil wars, and doing pretty good under Augustus. 
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(A)udience 

Who was this created for (that is, was this published for anyone to read or was it published 
privately, for one specific person or group)?

Augustus wanted people all over the Roman Empire to read this document. He created it 
to be displayed outside his tomb, but it was also designed for buildings across the empire. 
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(P)urpose

What was the reason for production of the source at the time?

Augustus wrote this document by 3 BCE. By this time he had been in power for at least 
25 years and was getting old. He clearly wanted to record his accomplishments for 
future generations. 
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(P)oint of View 

Can you identify anything about the author that might explain why they wrote this?

Augustus was a military leader, and he had to fight many enemies to get and keep his 
power. He does not talk about the Republic ending, or about he really is a dictator. Instead, 
he talks about the battles he won and how he made Rome better.
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Wh(y) 

What main idea is the source trying to convey?

Why is this source important in history (that is, how does this document impact, shape/or reflect 
arguments about this particular subject)

Augustus is trying to convey, by describing his honors, accomplishments, and military 
victories, just how important he was to the recent history of Rome and how much he had 
done for the people of Rome.

This document shows us how highly Augustus thought of himself, and the kind of 
image he wanted history to have of him. 
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Strategy 3: Claims Testing

What? This protocol to help students evaluate, and test 
claims. 

When? When students are preparing to write or speak. 

Why? To help them categorize, rank and critically review 
their claims and supporting statements.
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Claims Testers

Intuition 
Makes sense? What’s your 

gut feeling?

Logic
Is the reasoning logical?

Authority 
Is the source credible?

Evidence
Is the evidence verifiable?
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Claim: Beignets are the most popular dessert in my 
state. 
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Claim: Beignets, being super delicious, are the most 
popular dessert in my state. 
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Claim: According to Sharon Necaise, beignets are the 
most popular dessert in my state. 
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Claim: Beignets are the most popular dessert in my 
state. 

Louisiana is so proud of this sweet pastry that in 
1986 the legislature voted the beignet the official 
state donut. - Louisianatravel.com 
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Claims Testing Introduction 

Now, let’s practice testing a claim. The claim you will test was once hotly debated, then 
eventually came to be known as fact. However, in some circles—such as the group called “Flat 
Earthers”—the claim has become (hilariously) controversial again.

The claim: The Earth is round.
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Activity - Polling Claims Testers  



What claims tester best matches the 
statement: "If the Earth were flat, the Sun 
would rise and set at the same time 
everywhere and we wouldn't need time 
zones." ? 

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFxdzRmeEtmS2l4QkhGWkxfZV9fN2lwLV91azhmejdtTlVtdExqWUQ2dG9RIiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEkxOTE0MzQzNTA2XzAifQ%3D%3D


What claims tester matches the 
statement: "Everyone says the 
Earth is round." ? 

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFxdzRmeEtmS2l4QkhGWkxfZV9fN2lwLV91azhmejdtTlVtdExqWUQ2dG9RIiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEkxNzk0MDU5NzJfMCJ9


What claims tester matches the 
statement: "I've seen so many pictures 
from spacecrafts that show the Earth is 
round" ? 

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFxdzRmeEtmS2l4QkhGWkxfZV9fN2lwLV91azhmejdtTlVtdExqWUQ2dG9RIiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEkxODUyMDA4OTk3XzAifQ%3D%3D
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Reflection 

Determine how prepared you are to communicate the following:

● How should social studies teachers use the instructional strategies 
bank? Where can teachers find it?

● Why is it important to have students contextualize major events, ideas 
and sources?

● How does each step in the HAPPY strategy support students in 
analyzing sources? 

● When in the instructional process should students engage in a 
claims-testing activity? 
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Timelines and Support  

● Remaining strategies will be available prior to the 2023 Teacher Leader 
Summit. 

● Teacher Leader Summit sessions will include sessions on both our new 
Course Frameworks as well as additional instructional strategies and 
protocols. 
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Contact Us 

Questions? Concerns? Ideas? 

Contact Classroomsupporttoolbox@la.gov 

mailto:Classroomsupporttoolbox@la.gov



